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Letter from the Editor
Spring is about renewal, rebirth, and ressurection.
Like many of Mother Nature’s children, we awaken from
hibernation to another season of life and possibility. We
shed layers of protection and dare to live more freely. From
the Earth grows a new world, and we grow with it.
Spring can also be a time of endings as well as
beginnings. Some of us, myself included, are graduating
this May. What the next season will bring, we really cannot
know. As always, we confide in creativity to help us
understand and explain the ever-changing world and this
bizarre condition of being human.
After every beginning and before every end, there is
a now. That is what gets trapped in a poem, a photo, a
story, or any kind of art. The works in this issue represent a
now that never was before and never will be again, yet will
always be thanks to the writers and artists. Little slices of
immortality, to be reborn through the enjoyment of others. I
hope you enjoy reading this issue as much as I enjoyed
putting it together.
—Joseph VanBuren
Confluence Spring 2018 Editor
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STAND by Alicia Griffin
You have to keep smiling even if you don't want to.
You have to keep going even if you want to stop.
These fresh wounds will eventually become scars, just
distant memories of darker times.
And time will bring the hurt to a dull ache, for the saying
of time heals all wounds is a myth, time just lessens the
pain.
You have to keep going so that those who have harmed
you and brought pain upon you, physically, mentally or
emotionally, know that you are stronger than they are,
and the pain they tried to use to bring you down.
You have to believe that it will be okay.
You may falter on some days and others stand as tall as
a mountain.
But you have to know most of all that you will always
come back up to stand no matter who tries to knock you
down.
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THE MEANING OF ARTICLES by Dawn
Cunningham
I.
Let us begin with this life lesson of “the” / where
pointing with finger gives specific / as “the” is simply
un-naming naming to narrow / things or items to one.
“The” / animal is tall. What animal / is tall? This
meaning is just / “the” of this, or as close to this of “the.”
a.
b.
c.
d.

The elephant finds the waterhole.
The elephants find the waterhole.
This elephant finds the waterhole.
An elephant finds this waterhole.

Determined “the” isn’t always / exact but more specific
/ than “an.”
“An” is failure / when people say it is / “and” in text or
messenger, even / twitter and facebook, all to save /
characters. Never mind confusion for us with majors /
as in not using “I” after / verbs and before “and’s”
forgetting “me.” / Then “an” is “a” and vowels scream
“Recognize me!”
a. A elephant finds a waterhole.
b. A elephant finds an hole.
c. An elephant finds the waterhole.
“An” “An” before a
e
i
o
u,
/
not h, no y—oh / those rare exceptions with y sounding
like u! / “A” loves its consonants but / don’t ever give
“a” vowels—“a” will spit them out.
a. An elephant finds a waterhole.
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b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

The elephant finds the waterhole.
The elephant finds a waterhole.
A hole sinks before an elephant gets there.
A hole sinks before the elephant gets there.
A hole sinks before the elephants get there.

II. An article of the articles: refer to section I.
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THE STORY OF A STAR by Rachel Griffin
In life I was never sure of what to believe. I guess
I would have called myself agnostic. I didn't have a
problem with the idea of God and all, I just was
comfortable numbing myself and turning away from the
big questions. Now I'm sure. I'm dead. Don't feel bad for
me. It won't do any either of us any good. And besides,
I'm happier here than I ever was on earth.
I should probably let you know now that it's all
true. God, the devil. Angels and demons. Ghosts, the
spirits of the dead. Souls, the spirits of the living. The
fairy tale is true! Who was right? Buddhists, Christians,
Taoists, Jews, pagans. No one religion got it all right.
How could they have? The golden rule is the same for
them all. We're not that different when it boils down to
it.
I died in what I would have described as an
accident, but the law recognized as vehicular
manslaughter. I was walking, on my way home from
working third shift at my job at an automotive factory.
Sleepily crossing the street one second, gone the next. I
didn't even realize it'd happened. I watched my body hit
the pavement. A stocky man around fifty got out of his
pickup truck to examine me, but he must've panicked
when he realized I was dead. He got back in and peeled
away, but a stoplight camera had already taken a snap
of his plates. A much older woman and her little terrier
dog found me about half an hour after, the contents of
my bag scattered across the crosswalk and my bloody
body beyond saving. She called an ambulance anyway,
but the paramedics announced I was dead on arrival.
That stranger was the first person to cry for me.
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A silver cord connects you to your body. It's like
an umbilical cord, and for me it stretched all the way
into the clouds. It was raining lightly when I died. By the
time I left earth it was pouring, my cord billowing like a
kite string through the atmosphere. Before I could say
no, a presence made of light snipped it and pulled me
up. If you've ever been on a roller coaster, imagine the
feeling of the drop but backwards.
We don't speak here. Not out loud, anyway. The
being, pulling me through space reassured me then that
I would be okay. "Your earth life is over." A distinctly
female voice communicated to me. "Now you get to
watch." I thought I was going to heaven. I thought
wrong.
"Where are we going?" I asked without moving
my mouth-- I didn't have one.
"You'll see. Be patient." The voice was soft and
beautiful but powerful as anything I'd ever heard. Like a
jet taking off and a kitten's mew at once.
As we plummeted upwards through the
universe, she explained to me that I wasn't going back
home. That I wouldn't see my family for a long time. I
wasn't able to be sad, though. No negative emotions
exist here, but it is always melancholic to remember my
old life. I wonder if everyone I miss misses me back.
When we arrived at our destination, I was
confused. I imagined a lush garden, streets of gold, or
clouds with angels on them. She could tell I was
confused. "You're not going to heaven." I asked if I was
going to hell.
"Of course not." The light flickered like she was
laughing. "You weren't a bad person. You just weren't a
good person either. Nothing wrong with that."
"So is this, like, limbo? Purgatory?" I was beginning to
get frustrated.
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Oh, goodness no. Those places don't exist. You're
just sort of in-between. At the end of your time here,
you'll go to one or the other based on what you learn.
Probably heaven, if that makes you feel any better."
"What?" I looked around, and it looked as if we were
completely alone. Only stars surrounded us in every
direction. If I wasn't so uncomfortable at first it would
have been very beautiful.
"Don't worry, you're not alone. I'll be here. I
think you'll come to like it. I was like you once, you
know. I was scared of moving here, too. This wasn't
always my job." The light pulled and twisted until it
settled itself into a blinding ball of light, pure energy.
"Your job is to be a star now. You just keep an eye on
what's going on down there, and when you're good and
ready you shine so they can see you too. Then you’ll
burn out, and little flecks of your light will sprinkle all
over."
Looking down, I could see what was vaguely
human in shape morphing into a much brighter,
rounder figure. I didn't feel anything. It was strangely
beautiful and nothing hurt.
There was a lot to get used to. Not having a body
is something beyond human comprehension. I mostly
missed eating. It was easier once I met some of the
other stars. Jayce was twenty-four when he died—
suicide by carbon monoxide. Bianca was in her forties—
brain aneurism. Sarah was only thirteen—drowned.
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I wasn't sure what I would be learning about
until I met them, but it was love. It was learning to love
the other stars and the humans they left behind. It was
reflecting on my own life and coming to realize how my
actions had affected others. Learning to recognize my
tiny place in the universe and reconcile that with how
important I was. Admiring the beauty of creation. Every
action has a consequence, and everyone has to decide
what they believe one way or another before their time
on earth is up. Mine went far too quickly for me. You
still have time, though. You can become a star, you can
go to heaven, you can be reincarnated, or you can go to
hell. You can even have to do it all over again forever if
you're really unlucky. But what you need to learn
beforehand is love. What’s the point of life without it?
Matthew 7:12/ Tobit 4:15/An-Nawawi's Fortieth
Hadith 13 p. 56/Padmapuraana, shrushti 19/357–
358/Sutta Nipata 705
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MIDNIGHT MILLIONAIRE by Alison Resac
We lived inside your castle
Filled with lucent rooms
We fucked on marble floors
The white leather stained too easy
You stole me a crown
That I wasn’t allowed to wear
But you told me it looked pretty
When I smiled
We lived inside your castle
And got drunk on the breeze every night
But you bought us
A cure in the morning
We bathed in the windows
Seeing stars on the ceiling
God, I always feared that
People could see through those glass walls
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VILLANELLE FOR THE BLANK CANVAS
by Vanessa Gibson
The sound of silence said nothing
when the sunshine branches came and crash-landed,
waving their banners and naming him king.
Don’t be bashful they said, please sing,
dance, make heat upon this planet;
but the sound of silence said nothing.
Wriggled and wrought, they soon began seeking
something still, each empty-handed;
waving their banners and calling him king.
Fallen doves, these eraser-parts flew, taking off with no
wings,
crash-landing into you – a veil of release, discontented
with the sound of silence.
How sweet was this muse, buzzing
in a space so frequently neglected – furiously
waving their banners and calling the king.
Thunderous lightning began crackling
when darkness sulked back to his bed.
Only now did the sound of silence become something,
waving their banners and praising the king.
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THESE BOUNTIFUL SILENCES by
Lindsay Yankasky
Quiet!
They'll hear you
We can't afford a single sound
We can only hope
these bountiful silences
will save us
Run!
They found us
The only sound is chaos
Gun shots
Screams
So
many
screams
Who are we kidding?
These bountiful silences
won't save us
Listen!
The only sounds are their phones
waiting to be answered
but they never will be
Another one goes off
and another
but they can't answer
The only answer they'll get are
these bountiful silences
Relax!
It's over
It's finally
16

over
The only sound left is silence
Off the walls
through the halls
breaking hearts
It's deafening
these bountiful silences
Say something!
Your bountiful silences
are not saving us
They're
killing
us
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THE SEA OF FLAMES by Julian Robbins
All I see is flames,
and breathing in this toxic air
is making the whole world spin
even faster than it already is,
or maybe it’s the aid of the Jägermeister
that has poisoned me
again
It matters not,
the air vents are melting, melted,
as they spew the blackest plastic smoke into the cabin
My entire head, no,
my entire being feels like forty-two-thousand suns
Unbuckle the belt, boy,
before it grants you your permanent seat
Succumbing to the spontaneous combustion
of my imploding cells would be easy,
but I would rather lose my hand
than give up this fight on my final night
1…2…3…4…5,
relinquish the fear,
and welcome the light
And as I walked thru that valley
of the shadow of death
the TV like screens of memories
swirled around me, each one a fish while I was the
center of the school,
Learning, hearing, seeing that the life that I have lived
was a lie
Awaken, unbuckle your belt, and free yourself from this
sea of flames
18
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DEAR DIARY by Brittany Larry
July 4th, 1995
Age 9
Things I don’t know why I remember: Grandma’s chair
Dear Diary,
I don’t know why I’m thinking about Grandma’s
chair, but she does everything in that chair! She says her
prayers there, crochets there, eats there, and even yells
at Grandpa to stop eating so much food before he kills
himself from that chair. Whenever I go to Grandma and
Grandpa’s, Ladybird squawks so loud my ears feel like
they will explode! Lady even copies Grandma when she
yells at Grandpa.
Grandma always stays up late to watch WWF
wrestling. Sometimes I get to stay all night with her, and
I have never seen an old lady yell at the TV like she
does. “Get ‘em, get ‘em!” she yells with her fists clenched
in the air. (She thinks they can hear her through the
little TV.) When she’s done yelling at Stone Cold Steve
Austin, we walk down the long dark hallway to her
room and lay side-by-side in her bed. She says a prayer
with me while we stare at the water stains on the
ceiling, and she always sounds like she’s out of breath.
After we finish the prayer, she rubs my back and sings
to me quietly until I close my little eyes and fall asleep.
I’m scared of the hallway there. It’s always so
dark and gives me the creeps. I would not walk back
there alone if my life depended on it. Not even if Santa
himself was waitin’ on me! When I wake up in the
morning, I run out to the living room before any
monsters can catch me. But Grandma’s always waiting
for me in her chair.
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I draw pictures for Grandma sometimes and
write stories to read to her. She always fills the house
with all sorts of yummy smells (and others that make a
person wanna throw up)! She used to own her own
restaurant, but now she just cooks for Grandpa and me
(if he hasn’t snacked all day). Grandpa always wears
jeans and a white T-shirt with black suspenders. I’m
surprised he’s not fat with all that food he eats. He has
me comb what little hair is left on his head sometimes.
And he always smells like onions. But I don’t mind.
Anyway, I gotta go, Diary! I don’t wanna miss the
fireworks!
—Margret
July 11th, 1995
Crazy stuff I don’t know why I remember: Frying pans
and Grandma’s skin
Age 9
Dear Diary,
Last week Grandma yelled at Grandpa for getting
ketchup on his shirt again. Half the time the food
doesn’t even make it into his mouth! Maybe that’s why
he’s so hungry all the time.
This one time, Grandma hit Grandpa on the head
with a frying pan! That happened before I was born but
I wish I could have seen it! I wonder what sound it made
when it hit his head!
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The carpet at Grandma’s is dark, flat, and dirty.
I’ve never seen her use a sweeper in there, but she can’t
walk without her walker, so I guess that’s probably why.
Her hair is white and crazy. Sometimes she lets me cut it
for her (even though I do a lousy job). She has some
disease that makes all her bones bunch together on her
back and chest, so she looks like the hunch back of
Notre Dame. (I wonder if they’re related.) A long flap of
skin hangs from her neck, too. I call it a turkey gobbler.
She also has a weird skin tag on her hand that looks like
a button. I’m always pressing it, but nothing ever
happens, so I guess it really is just skin. My favorite spot
to sit is on the floor in front of the arm of Grandma’s
chair. I think she smells funny and her legs have flaky
skin that I sometimes peel off when I’m bored. Well,
gotta run!
Xoxo,
—Margret
August 2nd, 1997
Age 11
Things I DO know why I remember: Grandma getting
sad and BROWNIES!!
Dear Diary,
Grandma gets sad sometimes. She’s afraid of
being alone and doesn’t want to go to the nursing home.
She says it’s lonely there and no one comes to see you.
She thinks people just forget about you being there. But
I won’t let her go there! I tell her she can just live with
me! I’m so glad I get to go there tomorrow. Grandma’s
making mashed potatoes and brownies! XOXO!
– Margret
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P.S. I think I’m finally starting to get boobies! Isn’t that
exciting, Diary?! Mom said she thought I’d be a two-back
forever! (Whatever that means.)
January 21st, 2004
Age 18
Shit I try not to remember: …
You’ll have to excuse me, Diary. I’m not up for
introductions today. Why didn’t I do anything? Could I
have done something? Who the hell cares, right? I mean,
really. Who the eff cares? I let Grandma down. I let them
take her to the nursing home. I can’t even focus to write
this entry. Hell, when was the last time I even wrote in
this damn thing anyway? It looks brand new…
—Margret
November (what day is it?) 2007
Age 21
Diary,

Grandma’s dead. I stood there in the snow
waiting for them to put her in the ground with the
worms. I’m glad it was too cold to bury her. Grandma
wouldn’t want to be eaten by slugs. I didn’t even get to
say goodbye…
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(7 years later)
I slam the diary shut. I’ve been sitting here
reading it for about 20 minutes, remembering all the
good times I had at Grandma’s. I’ve been waiting for the
antenna to catch even the smallest glimmer of my
favorite show. No signal continues to bounce back and
forth on the TV screen. Irritated, I sit down the bottle of
wine, cursing under my breath when I miss the table
and it topples over onto the floor. I jerk my legs down,
closing the reclining chair, then grab a towel and
attempt to clean up yet another wine stain from the
carpet. After I finish, I decide to take a walk even though
it's only 22 degrees outside. I clumsily put on my red
gloves and hat, almost falling over when I swing my
jacket around to put it on. Then I pat my golden
retriever on the head goodbye.
“You be a good boy, Dawson. Mommy will be
back,” I slur. His brown eyes shine up at me, his feathery
tail wagging fiercely. I open the door and head outside
quickly; I don’t want to see how upset he is when he
figures out I’m not taking him with me—again.
Standing on the steps outside my front door, it’s
completely dark except for the crescent moon above
me—giving off as little light as possible. The wind blows
against my back, then changes direction like a whip. I
lose my balance but catch myself. Then holding onto the
rail, I carefully walk down the broken cement steps,
stopping once I reach the sidewalk. I look up at the
moon, too long, and lose my balance once more, falling
on my ass before slipping onto my back. After the shock
and pain subside, I can’t help but laugh out loud at
myself.
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My laughter finally begins to die down, ending
with a loud sigh. I lie there for a moment, appreciating
the beauty of winter. The icy snow glistens like tiny
pieces of shattered glass. Icicles hang from the large
maple tree in my front yard. The sky is clear tonight—I
can see all the stars blinking bright and soundlessly. The
only sounds around me being my heavy breathing and
the occasional whistle of wind. It takes me a minute to
pull myself up.
As I walk down the sidewalk, snow and ice
crunch beneath me. The wind picks up again, and I
bring my shoulders closer to my face. Shoving my hands
into my pockets, I ignore the urge to turn back home.
After walking a block or two, I notice one lonely street
light buzzing a few feet in front of me. It gets brighter
right before burning out with a pop. I jump, and a dog
barks a few houses down; the street is left pitch black. I
turn the corner just before realizing I unknowingly
walked to Grandma’s. I’m surprised by the warmth it
brings me.
From across the street I examine the tattered
roof. The ramp that was built for her lays crumbled on
its side. The black shutters are faded, with bits of snow
stuck to them. Slowly walking across the street toward
the front steps, I inhale deeply. Letting the air fill my
lungs, I hold my breath for a few seconds before
exhaling. The hot air that escapes my lips creates a
cloud of smoke. I giggle, right before the intense scent of
wine fills my nose and I vomit. Purple liquid pools on
the steps. With my hands pressed against my knees,
breathing heavily, I watch as it melts the snow. A car
speeds by and honks. I jump, laughing girlishly to
myself. You idiot. It’s just a fucking car.
Then I slip.
***
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“Come on in, Sweetie. Don’t stay out there all day;
you’ll catch a cold. It’s been ages since I saw you. Hurry
up, honey! Let me take a look at you!”
Confused, I push myself off the ground and walk into
Grandma’s. “Grandma?”
“Of course! I’m just so tickled you’re here. Take
that coat off and stay awhile,” she insists. She steadily sits
down in her chair, folds her hands, and waits for me
patiently.
I remove my gloves and kneel beside her, taking
her hands in mine. “I’ve missed you so much, Grandma,” I
sob, releasing one of her hands to push a strand of hair
behind my ear and wipe the tears from my face.
“Don’t cry, Margret. You’re gonna be just fine.”
***
“Hey! Wake the hell up.”
I fight to open my eyes. My brother’s face glares
down at me in a blur.
“What are you doing?” he asks, his face slowly
coming into focus. I groan when I try to move off the
floor.
Mark pulls me up to a sitting position, too fast,
and my head starts pounding. I press a hot palm to my
scrunched forehead, trying to rub away the pain.
“You fucking puked on the floor again,” he
informs me.
“Sorry,” I breathe. “I’ll clean it up later. Can you
please get me some water? And quit talking so damn
loud.”
Drawing my knees up to my chest, I press my
fingers into my temples to ease the pounding; it doesn’t
help. Mark turns the kitchen faucet on behind me. I
cringe at the sound of water hitting the metal sink.
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He squats down and hands me a glass of warm
water. “I called like 12 times last night. Where the hell
did you go?”
“I dunno,” I mutter incoherently.
“You need to quit this shit before you kill
yourself.” This is the same speech I get every time Mark
finds me this way. But never anything more.
I can feel his eyes on me, but I don’t look at him
when I whisper, “I know, Sorry.”
“No need to apologize to me. Apologize to
yourself. And maybe Dawson. I found him lying next to
you and your puddle of puke. It’s on his fur and shit, too,
Margret. How much did you drink last night?”
Shit. I blacked out again. How the hell did I get
home?
Mark begins rambling things off to me that he
has to get done today while I lay sprawled out on the
cold leather couch—I don’t hear a damn thing he says.
Finally finding the strength to stand, I have to
run to make it to the toilet. I hurl up more purple
chunks that smell like straight-up wine, not vomit. I
wipe my mouth, slowly pulling myself up to move over
to the sink. While I wash my hands and face Mark
continues blabbing in the other room like nothing just
happened. I look at myself in the mirror. My eyes are
bloodshot, and there’s dried vomit in my hair. I sigh,
spread some toothpaste on my toothbrush, and shove
the damn thing too far into my mouth. I gag and dry
heave into the sink bowl.
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I finish brushing and spit the blood from my
gums into the sink while Mark rambles in the
background. I turn to walk out but he’s standing there
watching me. His brown hair is gelled back in
perfection; the navy button-down completing the look.
He glares at me with his arms folded, leaning against the
door frame.
“Did you hear me?”
I take a deep breath before I answer. “I need to
stop drinking, and you have shit to do?”
“Wrong. We’re going to see my therapist.”
I glower at him. “Come on, Mark. We’ve talked
about this. I don’t do therapy.”
“You do today,” he chirps with a grin. “I’m
driving. You’re obviously still drunk, and I don’t feel like
being another statistic. And for the record, you look like
you got hit by a bus.”
“Thanks.” Flipping him the bird, I slam the door
in his face before removing my clothes and crawling
into a warm shower.
***
The ride to Main Street was cold without heat.
Mark insisted we take his shitty-ass car after he saw the
pile of open containers in mine earlier:
“What? This is the way I live,” I shrugged. But
Mark already had a comeback.
“Not to be a dick or anything, but I think it’s time
to hit the reset button.”
If only overcoming addiction was that easy…
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ADULTHOOD by Megan Buchanan
What is your major; do you know what your plans are
after graduation; do you have a passion for what you do;
is this going to be a job or career; have you considered
where you will live; how much money will you make;
will you be able to support yourself; make sure you
know how to pay bills; have you ever filled out tax
forms; you better learn to cook; you need to grow up
and be responsible; mommy and daddy won’t be able to
help you with this one; are you on track to graduate on
time; have you taken any summer classes; why are you
behind; four years mean successful; five years and
you’re a failure; how will you explain to people why you
slacked off; if you don’t have a job lined up directly after
graduation you might as well give up now;
embarrassment is all you should feel with your work
ethic; not going to college at all, you must be joking;
you’ll never make it in this world; people lose respect if
you take a different route; do you plan on having a
family in the future; do you have a boyfriend; if you
don’t you probably should find one before you lose your
chance; you’re already 21 and you won’t look this young
forever; kids; family of four is the perfect amount; you
must learn to be tougher; the real world is hard and it
will eat you up and spit you out; welcome to adulthood;
it isn’t what you imagined; good luck you’ll need it.
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WORDS by Alicia Griffin
Words, we all say them.
“Hello, goodbye, good day ma’am, how are you this fine
morn?
What’s wrong? How could you? I thought I could trust
you. I guess I was wrong.”
Sound familiar, sure they do.
We’ve all uttered these words, but is that all they are?
Letters on a page, sounds out of our mouths, lyrics to a
song.
Words, we all say them.
They are human being’s greatest weapons against each
other.
They’ve caused miscommunication, lead to devastation,
and started wars.
Words can lift you up or cut you down.
They cause the scars that never heal, that we always
remember.
That leave us wondering could they be right?
“Hello, goodbye, good day ma’am, how are you this fine
morn?”
Words, we all say them.
So, what will you say?
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DENNIS CUNNINGHAM, IN FREEHAND,
DRAWING BATTLESTAR GALACTICA by
Dawn Cunningham
October 06, 1963 to June 21, 1982
perfection
without a ruler
blinds
a 1910 school desk
an unskeptical hand
lines
the galactic war
papered by a flood light
of a 14 year old
where lies
cannot be drawn
time equated by ‘do not enter’
he is lost, now,
and then to the cosmos
what he imagined to be
pictures behind doors,
where black cannot fade
lines left by the hand
of a 6 foot 3 inch boy
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LIKE STARS, WE DIE by Julian Robbins
Rise, rise, through the night sky
Lay down your head tonight
Sleep, sleep, young man, don’t cry
Benign the lie though death it buys
Dis-ease defeats all hope and might
As we rise and rise, through the night sky
Although we buy the lies, through which we’ll die
Cancer kills, surprise! Surprised?
Sleep, sleep, grown man, don’t cry
Practice kindness like exercise
A skimpy spark of truth and light
Rise, rise, through the night sky
More water, fire and air would be wise
Forever not will Earth harbor life
Sleep, sleep, old man, don’t cry
Discern yourself with all beside
That wishful crime that you’ve deemed right
Rise, rise, through the night sky
Sleep, sleep, all men cry to make it through the night
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THERE WERE ONLY 3 NIGHTS THAT I WAS
IN LOVE WITH YOU by Alison Resac
1.
The first night we hung out
And we broke into the neighborhood pool
In damp clothes and liquored sweat
You told me stories on a broken lawn chair
And I thought about all the things
I could tell you
When I got my turn to speak
2.
The night we did acid
And we kissed under the orange trees
You crowned me queen
Then baptized me in your parents swimming pool
3.
The night I left you
When you didn't respond to my text
And I cried in my best friend’s bed
Then convinced myself
That you meant the world to me
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FOOL’S GOLD by Lindsay Yankasky
You pull me in
I inch closer to you
step by step
until you can reach out
and have a tight grasp on me
but I don't mind
I voluntarily come forward
mesmerized by you
How foolish am I
or am I?
I know the game
I play by the rules
but I never win
You do
It doesn't matter because I'll roll again
restarting the game
Backpedaling to only come forward once again
back into your grasp
but I never once call foul play
Because when you win
I feel as if I win too
How foolish am I
or am I?
It's like the gambler's fallacy
I lose every time
but next time
I know it'll be different
It has to be
I just know it
But when I step forward
the sequence feels familiar
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and I already know I've lost again
but that doesn't stop me
because I know next time
it has to be different
I just know it
How foolish am I
or am I?
It's like my music is on repeat
My favorite song playing again and again
I don't want it to stop
even when I'm sick of it
because I know I love it
and I need it
Just like I need you
even when I know
you don't need me
How foolish am I
or am I?
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PHONE CALL CALIFORNIA by Rachel L.
Cross
New York City
October, 1970
The phone call that changed Peggy Osmerit’s life
as she knew it hadn’t been the one she thought it would
be. If she was the betting type, she would’ve placed a
sure bet that the call that changed her life would’ve
been from the couple that had so kindly adopted her
son. They would have told her that they wanted her to
be a part of her son’s life; that they wanted him to get to
know his biological mother, at least a little bit. It was a
secret fantasy she had had in the months after giving
him up. While she didn’t regret the decision she had
made, she did sometimes wonder about him, especially
if she saw a young boy in public that looked to be about
the age he would be by now.
It was a good thing she wasn’t the gambling type.
She would be out of at least $100 today if she was.
The day had started out like any other one,
which was why this phone call she had agreed to take in
the middle of the afternoon was so startling. Her new
sectary, a young black man she still had to learn the
name of, had forgotten to tell her who was on the other
end of the line before patching her through, and Peggy
herself had forgotten to ask. It was a normal
occurrence; one that she didn’t usually think much of
because she was always busy with a million other things
and didn’t have time to check who was calling for her
now.
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Today, however, she had only wished she had
taken the two seconds it would have taken to ask who
was on the line before blindly pressing the second
button that had delivered her the shock of her life.
Perhaps then she wouldn’t be in the situation she was
getting herself into. A situation that had escalated the
second she had said, “This is Peggy Osmerit.”
“Peggy? It’s Don. Don Davidson,” the voice on the
other end had informed her.
“Don? What the fuck? It doesn’t even sound like
you. Are you high? Where are you calling from?” Peggy
had said. The shock of her old boss on the line had not
quite sank in yet, and as she sat in her powder blue, fake
leather desk chair, she began to grip the edge of her
basically brand-new desk with the hand that wasn’t
holding the phone. Her knuckles began to turn white by
the time Don spoke again.
He laughed before speaking, which Peggy hadn’t
heard in a long time, if ever. “I’m still in California, of
course We’re always a little bit high out here.” He
laughed again as the phone seamlessly slid from Peggy’s
ear to her chest, where it had remained for a second as
she thought about why he might be calling her,
especially now. Don wasn’t the greatest at keeping in
touch, but he did try to make an effort to send her, their
mutual friend Joan Hollis, and his children the
occasional postcard when he managed to think of it.
“Peggy? Hello? You still there?” Don’s unusually
soothing voice had brought her back to Earth, and she
quickly brought the phone back to her ear.
“Yeah, I’m here. What do you want?”
“To say hey. And to see how you’re doing. Good
God, Peggy, I haven’t heard from you in six months. I
know you’re probably doing some cool shit now; I
always knew you would. I want to hear all about it.”
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“Why? So you can steal my ideas when you
stumble in here two days later, begging Roger Stratford
for your job back?” She might have been a bit defensive,
but only because it was just plain strange that Don
would be calling her after all this time. The last time she
had spoken to him on the phone had been six months
ago when he had randomly walked out of a meeting
without telling anyone where he was going or what he
was doing. She had been worried about him then, if only
because she usually, understood the methods behind
his madness when he went off on tangents like that.
That day’s episode hadn’t made any lick of sense, so it
had been a relief to hear his voice, and know that he
was in California., doing better than o.k.
She thought that she had finally been moving on
from Don and all of the drama he had caused, both in his
absence and while she had been working for him. It had
taken a while for her to get over the fact that he truly
was never coming back; a fact she had always known
but had hoped against all odds that it was false. She had
buried herself in her work, her new relationship with
Stan, and the goal of becoming a better, more badass
version of herself than she already was, all in the hopes
of forgetting about Don more quickly.
However, she didn’t completely forget about him
because she never truly could. She was forever grateful
for the opportunities he had provided her and had
always felt lucky to have been his secretary at one time.
Though he had dared to push her into her own
greatness, as far as she was concerned, the Don
Davidson chapter of her was over the day he had
officially informed her that he wouldn’t be coming back
to New York.
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It was such a shame that she had given in to that
little voice in the back of her head; the one that said it
was possible that he was coming back, if only to see his
kids and maybe to have a quick drink with the old gang.
Primarily, that was the main reason that she was still on
the phone with him.
In all honesty, she should have hung up already,
letting bygones be bygones. Forget Don and all of his
cheesy, charming ways. Forget that he was ever her
boss and that their friendship had actually meant
something.
But once she had heard his new mellowed-out
voice as opposed to the harsh businessman one she had
grown accustomed to, it had been like her mind had
reset and was o.k. with going in a totally different
direction than what she had originally intended to do.
“Peggy, I am happy in California. Content, one
might even say. New York was just never the place for
me, and I’m glad I realized that sooner rather than later.
I’m not going to steal your ideas. I would just like to
hear what you’ve been working on,” Don had explained,
sounding more relaxed than ever before. For some
reason, Peggy could picture him in shorts and a
Hawaiian-print shirt. She imagined that his sunglasses
were perfectly perched in his dark, glossy hair for later
use. She also imagined that he was outside and sitting in
a patch of shade as he spoke to her, his long and most
likely tan legs outstretched in front of him so that he
could still catch some warm rays of sun without getting
overheated.
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“But why now? Six months, Don, and all I get
from you are some shitty postcards. I couldn’t write to
you because you never gave anybody a damn
forwarding address, and every time I called the number
you left, nobody ever picked up the line, except for one
time, and even then, it was just a really creepy old man,
so I hung up.” As she waited for his answer, she
unlocked and opened her top right desk drawer, where
she kept an old cigar box filled with all sort of small
trinkets. At the bottom of the box were the postcards
Don had sent her. There were six in total, one for every
month he’d been gone.
She dumped out the entire contents of the box
out onto her desk and pushed everything aside except
for the cards. “That’s the question of the day isn’t it?”
Don causally asked, pausing for half a second before
continuing. “The truth is that I miss you. I know you’re
off doing incredible things by yourself and I’ve got this
sweet new life out here now, but sometimes, especially
late at night when I can’t sleep, I think about what could
have been. We were such a great team, Peggy. Don’t tell
me you don’t remember those days.”
“Oh, I remember them all right,” Peggy quickly
replied, shifting through the cards before laying all of
them out one by one as if she were a poker dealer
preparing for the game of her life. It was sort of ironic
because talking to Don right now was sort of like a game
of her life. “I’m just not sure how they fit into our
current selves,” she said as she finished spreading the
cards all out in a two by two format.
“They don’t. Not really, anyway. I was just
reminiscing about the old days. Not the good old days,
just the old days, because fuck that, who wants to go
back and re-live their past? I sure as hell don’t.”
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As much as she tried to resist it, Peggy felt a
smile form on her face, because even though his
demeanor had obviously changed, it hadn’t changed
that much. “Well, I don’t either. But…” she trailed off.
She traced the outline of an elaborate sandcastle that
was on the front of the third card. “But I guess it
wouldn’t be the worst thing in the world to see you in
person again. Don’t worry about leaving your sunshine
behind. I’ll come to you. I’m due up for a vacation,
anyway,” she concluded, shocking the hell out of herself
for saying that. Her heart was beating so fast, she swore
that Don could hear it on the other end of the phone,
even though she knew that that was impossible.
“What? Don’t you have responsibilities? It’s not
like you to randomly pack up and take off,” Don
commented, sounding just as shocked as Peggy felt.
“We all know that the category of ‘randomly pack
up and leave’ historically belongs to you, Don. Don’t
worry, nobody will take it away. I do things by the book,
for the most part. At least when it comes to asking for
time off and making sure there’s people to cover me.
That’s one advantage of working at a monster company
like this-there’s always someone willing to step in while
you’re away. And before you ask, nobody is going to
steal my brilliant ideas because I keep them all under
lock and key. They can have my bullshit fluff projects to
work on that I wasn’t going to do anyway.”
Don chuckled at the end part of her comment
“That sounds like the Peggy I remember,” he said which
made her feel relieved. Maybe this trip wouldn’t be such
a terrible idea after all.
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“Thank you,” she humbly replied, smiling once
more as she looked at the cards. Shaking all prevacation notions from her mind, she transitioned into
the business woman she was on a daily basis.
“Currently, it’s already Tuesday. If I can manage to get
out there by Friday, would that be ok?”
“That would work. Most of my days are spent
doing what I want, now that don’t work anymore,” he
said. Peggy could practically picture the proud, smug
expression he was surly sporting on his face right now.
“Oh, rub it in, why don’t you?” she teased, playing
their old game of Who-Has-It-Worse.
Don only laughed before saying, “See you on
Friday.”
“WAIT! How will I get a hold of you if I need to
ask you something before the trip? And when I do
arrive, where do I go?” Her voice might’ve been a bit too
loud for a typical office setting, even with the door
closed, but she didn’t care. Through no fault of her own,
she had a Type-A personality and was a planner by
nature. It was one of the things that had made her such
a good secretary when she first started out in this
industry, and still served her well now, even though her
sectorial days were long behind her.
“Do you still have that phone number I gave
you?” he asked, sounding as if he was trying to stifle a
yawn. Peggy suspected it was because he was used to
napping at this hour instead of talking on the phone to
people. At least that was one thing still constant about
him. As long as she had known him, he had always been
a big middle-of-the-day nap taker. There had been more
than one occasion where she had woken him up from
one of his booze-induced naps in order to be able to get
down to business.
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“The shit one that never seems to work? Yeah,
it’s in my Rolodex, filed next to your old business card.”
Her mind began to wander, and she couldn’t help but
think about all of times she had gone searching for Don
in the weeks after his departure to ask him something
about a client or to tell him some good news, only to
remember that he didn’t work there anymore.
“Good. Keep it handy. I promise that I’ll answer
that line from now on. If it’s not me that answers, it’ll be
somebody I trust that won’t hang up on you. O.k.?”
“O.k.,” she replied, glancing down at the cards
once more. Each one had a different image of a familiar,
iconic California landmark. Her favorite one had to be
the one of a vibrant sunset ironically overlooking the
famed Sunset Boulevard. “Are you going to come get me
once I land?”
“Jesus, Peggy, do you need a plan for everything?
It’s California. Just arrive. Arrive and be yourself. I
guarantee that you’ll be able to find your way to meet
me. I haven’t changed that much since I’ve been here.
And if for some reason, you can’t find me, well, you do
have that phone number you can always call.”
Ahh. There was the snarky Don Davidson she
remembered. She found it funny how him talking to her
had suddenly pulled the it back out if him. “All right,
then. Excuse me for trying to be prepared,” she said,
abandoning the post cards to flip through the Rolodex
next to her phone.
“I wouldn’t expect it any other way. It’s what
makes you such a good negotiator,” he said, the mellow
tone he had had throughout the majority of their
conversation back in his voice. “So I’ll see you here on
Friday.”
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“Yep. Friday it’ll be.” She immediately wanted to
kick herself for saying something so lame like that, even
if was only Don she was talking to.
If Don noticed her comment, he didn’t say
anything about it. Instead, all he said was, “And hey,
thanks for not hanging up on me. I know it had to be
tempting, and I get why. I appreciate you not doing it,
though. It’s nice knowing that not everyone in New York
hates me.”
“We don’t hate you. We hate what you were able
to do and get away with,” she smoothly said in response,
loving how he wouldn’t know if she was talking about
the run-a-way incident or some of the other bull-shit he
had pulled over the years while he had been the bigman-on-top at the agency. “Anything else you gotta tell
me? I still have real work to do, you know.”
“No. I don’t have anything else to say right now. I
said everything I wanted to.”
“Well, I did, too. It was nice to finally be able to
talk to you after so long. Goodbye, Don.”
“Au revoir, Peggy.”
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She gently placed the phone back in its cradle,
not noticing that in the time she’d been talking to her
old boss, the rest of her phone lines were lit up waiting
for her to answer them. She got up out of her desk chair,
the cards and Rolodex still out sitting next to each other
and wandered over to the window in her office. The
view she had here was much nicer than the once she’d
had in the old offices of SC&P. There, she’d only been
able to see neighboring sky scrapers and sometimes, if
she was lucky, a commotion in the street. Here at
McLoughlin and Johnson, however, she was fortunate to
be able to overlook Central Park, which always had a
calming effect on her. Sometimes, if she squinted, she
could just make out the Chrysler building in the
distance. Strange as it was, she had always preferred the
Chrysler building to the Empire State building. It was
the most unique skyscraper in the city, even if it was
fifty-some years old by now.
In a lot of ways, the Chrysler building reminded
her of herself. Just like how no one had believed in her
all of those years ago when she had first started
working at Stratford-Colette, no one had believed in the
Chrysler building when it has first been built during the
times of Prohibition. Obviously, the nay-sayers had been
wrong about both. The Chrysler building was now an
iconic New York City landmark, and Peggy had thrived
these past couple of years in the advertising business.
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As she looked down at the city, taking in not only
the park, but all of the people hurrying and scurrying to
get through their days, she suddenly understood why
Don had left the way he had. He was simply trying to get
away from it all, or course, but it was more than that. It
was the pressure to always come up with amazing
ideas, to follow the system, to never break any rules.
Even if she was still a little irritated at him for leaving,
she did have to admire his bravery to basically say,
“Fuck the system!” by leaving like that. His exit was
what every high-end employee dreamed of, even if they
wouldn’t dare admit that to anyone.
Turning away from her window now, Peggy
knew what she needed to do next. She quickly walked to
her door, where she flung it open and walked down the
hallway. If she looked like she meant business, it was
because she did. She was going to California, and
nobody, not even upper management, was going to stop
her.
***
California
20 miles south of Los Angeles
October, 1970
After saying good-bye to Peggy, Don Davidson
sat down on the dusty ground below him. He leaned his
back up against the wall and pulled his legs in close to
his chest, thinking about nothing and everything. The
phone he was at was a pay-phone close to the retreat he
liked to go to usually every day. It was the same retreat
he had been at when he had first arrived in California
six months ago, and now he felt too loyal to it to
completely stop going. Besides, the yoga and relaxing
therapy sessions had done him a shit-ton of good since
leaving the hustling, bustling city life he had grown
accustomed to.
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He had his own apartment now, a little twobedroomed place that was in a chilled-out area of town.
It was quite different from the spacious townhouse he
had lived in with Megan, his second ex-wife, back in
New York. It was also a contrast to the place he knew
Megan had last had in Los Angeles; all trendy, hip, and
fancy. He had had the option to rent one of those hip,
fancy places, but that wasn’t what he had had in mind.
He had wanted a complete reset; something different
and unexpected than what he was used to. He had just
wanted cozy little place that he could easily make into a
home, even if it was only a home for one most of the
time.
It had only taken him a week to find the place he
was in now, and he could honestly see himself staying
there for a while. It had everything he was looking for,
plus a few added bonus features. It kind of reminded
him of the first apartment he had gotten for himself
after Betty, his first ex-wife, insisted that he move out of
their suburban neighborhood home way back when.
The only difference was that this apartment didn’t have
any negative vibes to it. There were no bad memories
associated with it, and he wasn’t living there because he
had gotten kicked out somewhere and had no place else
to go.
As Don sat there thinking, his mind kept being
drawn back to thoughts about his past. He thought
about both of his ex-wives, his three children, his old
business associates, and even his ex-lovers. Currently,
he was recalling all of the lies he had told them.
God, there had been so many lies. He had been an
extreme liar, not only to other people, but also to
himself.
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If there was one thing he wanted to make sure
happened when Peggy came to see him in just a few
short days, it was that he reveal the truth about one of
her work projects to her. Out of all of the people in his
life, past or present, he felt that he owed it to her to be
honest, especially after the way he had left things with
her.
Plus, he had a confession to make. It was obvious
that confessions of any kind required honesty. What he
was planning on telling her was something he already
knew she was going to be irritated to hear, but there
were some things that just needed to be said out loud.
This situation was one of them.
At the same time, the secret, as secrets tend to
be, was extremely toxic. It was his plan to hold off on
telling her what he knew until she was about to leave
and go back to New York. Would it put a sour end to
their visit? Of course it would. That was a non-starter.
He could only hope that she had it in her to one
day accept his confession as the real, cold-hearted truth
and the apology that would inevitably go along with it.
It wouldn’t be right away that she accepted the
statement, he knew that much of course. Peggy had
always been a bit stubborn, which was part of the
reason why they had always made such a good team,
even back when she was just his secretary. She would
accept his words when she was good and ready, and
there was absolutely nothing he could about that. She
was who she was, and she was in fact a fearlessly
strong, independently courageous champion of a
woman. In other words, she was a force to be reckoned
with, and by all means, he was prepared to go down,
even if it meant losing what little dignity he had left in
the process.
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LOOKING FOR THE DYING SUN –
SORRENTO, ITALY by Vanessa Gibson
In the south of Italy, the night
feeds at a distance from the sun.
And here we are, blanketed ashes
alive once more and feasting underneath
a backyard pergola of a home-sized restaurant,
a small lifeway in the heart of Italy,
whose imitating lights you like
and pair well with Sangiovese.
Sip by sip, you too are a chameleon,
enchanted within this current state;
shedding simple laughter until you feel nothing
but the worlds slight shift
and the warm ring of wine around the rim.
A sensation no detox or fast could shave away
because it’s true, our sky is a chameleon
who bellows at our shielded misery
of the night that is never tied,
the one that is shipped away and solemnly drowned
with the wine we receive as a gift
of time and gesture of deception;
the most elegant cheating of death,
aged and beautiful forever, until the sunshine
basked between those lips tastes it.
But the end was so graceful,
a perfect meeting of time,
two ships passing in the night.
Our waiter flirtatiously rides past us in the street,
giving the horn of his motorbike
a squeeze which would galvanize our walk into town,
a courteous contact of zippered flames, closed shut
when he gave us one last playful show
before making his way.
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And in the morning,
still shaken by the heat of the moon,
we look for the night again.
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KIWI’S WANAKA by Megan Buchanan
Deep in the brush of the southern island,
hidden away in the snow top valley, lies
Wanaka, New Zealand. This quiet town is host
to many foreigners; summer means boating season
with mountains and crystal blue lakes as backdrop. The
Wanaka tree stands tall and proud in the center of the city.
Here strangers become unlikely friends.
Meals shared over laughter and pinot noir;
while breathtaking crisp air fills your lungs. Ackama trees
as
far as the eye can see, hosting red deer and friendly
creatures
of all kinds. Leisurely lifestyle engulfs you and dares you
to change your
American ways.
Becoming one with nature; finding a self you never knew
existed.
Never wanting to leave for as time stops while in this
enchanted town.
Feeling God and his presence in this creation. Appreciating
beauty.
Half a world away; searching searching searching for that
feeling again. Nothing will compare to your Wanaka.
Your kiwi’s Wanaka.
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HAPPY BIRTHDAY by Alison Resac
15
“Guess what day it is!”
“Tuesday?”
I checked the mail.
Not even Bob Evan’s remembered my birthday.
16
I had a boyfriend.
You still talked to me.
“If you were mine
You’d be blowing out
More than birthday candles.”
I thought about leaving my boyfriend.
17
We weren’t together
But you never blocked my number.
I texted you,
“I bought fireworks,
I don’t want to light them off alone.”
I knew you would come.
18
We weren’t together
But you never blocked my number.
I texted you,
“I’m alone on my birthday.”
You didn’t come this time.
19
You bought me flowers
And I was happy.
We weren’t together yet
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But I still gave you a blow job.
You sucked at eating me out.
That was when you used to reciprocate.
20
You made me leave Chicago
About a month before.
I was still bitter
And you could tell.
21
You knew Chicago made me cry
But we went anyways.
The lights weren’t as bright
And the vodka wasn’t as strong.
We got in a fight on the way home.
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ETCH AND SKETCH by Dawn
Cunningham
for Ginny
mom told me about this toy
with a silver window placed
inside a red plastic box
with two white knobs.
she told me how a black line
glided across the window
as you turned the knobs.
i saw a young girl in a movie
turn this box upside down and shake
the sketch away.
i etch with safety pin, dried up pen tips;
sketch my life of pain:
right, past; left, present.
mom wishes she could turn me upside down and shake.
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YOU BRING OUT THE GREEN IN ME by
Julian Robbins
You bring out the green in me
The healing hands
that orchestrate the reiki
which channels and handles all the chi in me
You, brought to me the vessel I am; the filled open bottle
of compressed sun light that flows
when the serpent's tail rattles and vibrates
the core of my spine to the nerves of my neck
Where a pool of the product of mass
and the speed of light squared spin
in a vortex in me
I am, the calm and burning candle
whose power leaks uncontrollably
from me
Comes the conqueror who lives
to defeat the fear of lacking
funds and will never be financially free
Who, will never use currency
to buy the foods I do not need in me
It is then, and now, that I have that realization
that health is me
I laugh,
Hearty-Har,
when the green is in me
The healthy meal I have
to eat, is green
because I am plant based,
a vegan
even though my grandmother bought me
a feather pillow for Christmas to sleep on
And it's there, in the den
Where the con man in me,
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No, the man of confidence in me lay
And there
the lion still wrongly kills its own cubs;
That You remember me and remind me
I Forever stand at the corner of knowledge and love
where which the light will never change in me
It’s the green in me, which helps me see You
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GRAMPS’S PATH by Megan Buchanan
“We are always the same age inside.”
Gertrude Stein
Every summer Elizabeth and I go to visit grams and
gramps,
down in Henry where the air is foggy and the trees are
deceased.
The grass prickles brown, the flowers sag with thirst.
Gramps’s path is nothing like we’ve ever seen before.
Miles of forest
and paved roads to explore. Hours turning into days.
Grams rings
the bell for supper, we come running with mud and
grins
on our faces. Gramps shows us bugs and birds of all
sorts, fish
and beavers down by the river. The murky water and
smell of dead
bluegills fills my nostrils, stinging a bit. The paths used
to be
our safe haven, our peace. That’s all over now since they
up and moved.
About 10 years have passed now and gramps forgets
things. He barely
remembers his paths, he barely remembers us. That
backyard was our world,
all that’s left is sand and water.
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BEYOND FRIENDS by Joby Ruch
The Beginning
He walked into the bland, ivory-painted lunch room,
absolute fear spread throughout his body, looking around at
the circular tables. Anxiety spread throughout his body, as
he scanned throughout the lunchroom searching for a table
to sit at. Not once in his twelve years did he think he would
have this type of freedom of choice. Elementary and middle
school were so different.
Roughly, nine rows of tables and four to five tables
between each of the rows. He heard from a classmate
earlier in the day that the lunch was run by an administrator
and they would call out the rows to go receive their lunch
instead of everyone getting into line at the same time.
He barely knew anyone in this room because most of his
elementary school friends transferred to a different school,
which was hard for him.
After a few moments of being paralyzed with fear,
he casually walked over to the table where he spotted a girl
he knew from his other school. She was nice and would
likely let him sit there until he found a new group of friends
who would suit him and accept who he is.
With a bashful smile and leaned down to speak when he
noticed a short, yet intimidating girl with dark brown hair
and a light complexion. She was staring at him with her
brown hostile eyes. The fire in her eyes were demanding
him to, “get lost.”
Hesitation was heard in his voice. The boy nearly
produced a soundless, “Uhhhhh…”
Immediately, he removed himself from the table
and fled towards the center of the lunch room at a random
table with people he didn’t know. Though, he would never
forget those eyes, the eyes of little demon girl.
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***
He entered upon the lunch room once more to gain
a similar feeling he disliked so much last year. There was
an opportunity to sit at a new lunch table, and yet he lacked
the optimism for it. Unfortunately, sitting with the group of
troublemakers all throughout last year only resulted him
being in trouble most of the time at lunch. He decided to
relocate to a group of people that would cause him less
trouble during his meals.
His mind went toward the friends he made in block
classes the year before. He noticed them sitting in the
second row. With the little confidence he held he walked
towards the table and sat down without permission. He
knew they wouldn’t mind, but a hand smacked down onto
the table. He jumped a little, being surprised, and his
friends laughed. His friends laughed, but grew silent as they
watched World War III begin.
Slowly, the boy daringly stared into the soulless black
abyss that were the demon girl’s eyes Though, his face didn’t
show the terror the girl instilled in him the first time they
met, he felt the urge to get up and retreat…again.
No! I will not bow down so easily! The courage
surged through his body, starting in his heart and racing to
his brain, but it didn’t last as long as the adrenaline should
have. The girl stared him down with ease without blinking
an eye. She had the leash and was not going to let a small
dog like him ruin her status as master.
The boy looked away from her, clearly defeated, but
he didn’t move from his seat. He knew sitting at this round
table was better than sitting with the boys he did all last
year. Out of the corner of his eye, he could see the girl
looking at him with curiosity, wondering if her new
challenge would be worth her time.
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With a slight roll of the eyes, the boy came out with
a tiny victory, one that may help him win World War III,
however, this was bittersweet because it was going to be a
long year with the girl especially against someone who was
excellent at intimidating her enemies…
***
“What happened?” the boy asked dazed and with a
painful headache throbbing against his forehead.
A few of the others at the table had crowded around
him, checking to see if he was okay. He kept asking what
had happened, but no one wanted to tell him. All he could
remember was speaking about something, then a flash of a
light complexion moved through the air toward him. After
that though, nothing.
Roughly five feet away, his nemesis was looking at
him with her cold eyes, wondering what could she do to get
rid of this kid. She knew her friends weren’t going to allow
what she just did to happen again, but there had to be some
way she could push this kid to the limit. To get him to leave
the table, a place of her domain, one that was being invaded
by an outsider who was threatening her balance.
The boy had no memory of what had happened
except for the retold versions he heard from everyone
around the table. Truly, he didn’t blame the girl who almost
give him a concussion because he did provoke her with
some heated words, but he wasn’t expecting to be knocked
out.
Not much happened the rest of the year as he and
the girl feuded. Many thought this would be a swift, easy
battle for the girl to win like she always did, but the boy
was persistent. Not only did he not mind the girl’s harsh
words, but he was beginning to consider her as a friend of
his. Strangely enough, he believed the same was beginning
to happen to her as well.
***
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Another new school year brought even more
confusion to the relationship between the boy and girl. A
small insult, cheap shots, and arguing meant nothing to
them anymore. They barely ever got under each other skins
unless they were fooling around. She began to feel relaxed
and he began to understand the frustration she dealt with
every day. He only seen her anger occasionally these days.
From there the friendship blossomed.
Though, the month of October turned in a twisted
month as the boy began talking to another girl. She became
his center, slowly gravitating toward her more often than
the small girl. At the end of the month, the boy and the
other girl began to date.
A week before the semester ended, the boy didn’t
show up at the table in the second row, but instead he sat at
a table with his girlfriend. This did not sit well with the girl
as she could not stand to see the boy with someone so
petty. She talked to him occasionally, but she didn’t
mention her feeling toward his girlfriend. It was better to
keep it a secret.
A few weeks passed and the boy moved back to the
table with his friends. Along bringing his girlfriend with
him. Even though no one approved of the relationship and
to bring her there at the table, no one spoke a word against
it.
His ex-nemesis gave a glare in the direction of his
girlfriend, and yet the boy never noticed the death stares
because he was distracted by his romantic partner. This
behavior continued for many more lunch periods. Finally,
the demon girl had enough and she snapped, “If you love
her so much, then just go sit with her and her friends!”
Jealousy controlled her heated words.
“Good! Maybe I will!” the boy countered
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The next week rolled by and the boy was gone. His
absence was felt around the table like a California
earthquake. The demon girl eyed the boy where he was
now assigned to sit.
Two months later, the boy showed up at the table
with a grim aura. He took a seat where he originally sat,
with his friends, and avoided all the pondering stares,
especially his ex-enemy’s. No one spoke a word to him as
they already knew what had transpired. His girlfriend broke
off the relationship.
The boy stared down at his dreadful tray of food
with his eyes refusing to glance up to stare people in the
eye. The shame loomed over him like a bad rain cloud.
Before her mind could comprehend what was
happening her heart made the movements for her.
Something genuinely nice was about to occur. The demon
girl placed her hand over his hand. At first, the boy wanted
to pull away from whoever was touching him, but then he
looked up to find the hand’s owner. They stared at each
other, in disbelief the boy and the girl were shock because
this wasn’t expected.
Everyone around the table watched the silent
comfort. The event that would change both the boy and girl
for years to come.
***
As a new chapter in their life would begin, the
group at the table didn’t want it to end. Some were going to
different schools for high school while others would not be
in the same classes. They made the most of every lunch
together, but most importantly, the girl and the boy did not
bicker. Only playful remarks and harmless jokes came from
their mouths.
With only a month left of the school year the school
held its 8th grade dance in celebration for people
graduating this year. This was both exciting and a lingering
tingle of sadness.
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The day of the dance the boy went through the
school day anxious to see what the event would hold. He
knew the dance was a semi-formal requirement, so, that
day in school, he was carrying a dress shirt and pants in his
backpack.
Though, he also knew his ex-girlfriend would likely
be there. As much as he believed he moved on from her,
the sorrow feels of hopeless, leftover from the relationship,
creeped up to him sometimes. Overall, he was hoping for a
fun time and lifelong worthy of memories.
He walked into the restroom, got dressed, and out of
the restroom with his backpack in hand. The boy was
dressed in royal purple colored dress shirt and sleek black
dress pants with butterflies in his stomach. Nerves wasn’t
suitable to his attire, “Breathe… You need to just breathe.”
He mentally attempted to calm himself while he strolled
through the rows of navy blue lockers. That way he can
storage his backpack and his casual clothes inside.
After a few moments passed, the boy put his stuff
away and advanced towards the gym where the dance was
held. His phone and money bouncing in his pants pocket.
From afar he spotted two female teachers managing the
table for purchase. At the door of the gym the lights swirled
around like a laser show while speakers and a DJ booth
blasted music. The room was dark and shadows of the
overhead of middle school kids were seen dancing and
socializing. He approached the table where the teachers
were. “It’ll be $4 to attend the dance. The cafeteria has
pizza and pop if you get hungry,” One of the teachers said
as the other took his five-dollar bill. The teacher quickly
handed him back a dollar and he stuffed the dollar in his
pocket with rush. The boy walked into a gymnasium.
He glanced around the room looking for friends to
hang out with. As he walked around toward the back of
gym, his eyes scanned the room before landing on his exgirlfriend.
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The boy hurried into the cafeteria and found his
friends sitting at their normal table eating pizza provided by
the faculty.
Slowly, he walked up to the table noticing the
demon girl in a purple floral dress. The boy sat down near
the girl and joined in the table’s conversation with ease He
stared at her like she was the only pearl he had seen in
years. Just like he could the year before in comparison of
the first year of middle school he first encountered.
His ex-rival became sympathetic and leaned close
to him with a whisper that breathed hot air on his earlobe.
“She is here. Just avoid her if you can.” She warned him.
The boy nodded, his eyes casting down towards the
table, but the girl smiled and shook her head before getting
up. It wasn’t long until she walked back with pizza and a
Mt. Dew at hand, “Eat,” It was a soft demand out of her
lips.
They both shared a smile before consuming the
slice of pepperoni pizza and drink. Mid-drink he heard the
sound-effect of a phone taking a picture only to find one of
the other girls at the table held her phone in his direction.
He nearly spit out his drink as he shot a glare in the girls’
direction. He swallowed down the remaining drink, so he
can laugh with the group.
“Hey, delete that!” The boy joked.
The rest of the dance began to blur together as he
started to loosen the tension inside of him. This was worth
it.
***
Chaos reigned throughout the last day of middle
school. Once fall began, the 8th graders would be in high
schools across the city and known as freshmen. Everyone
was outside on the track and field signing each other’s’
yearbooks. The boy smiled as he hung around his group of
friends, laughing, and joking all together for the last time.
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The boy and girl caught each other glancing at one
another. The boy smiled down at her, but was shocked
when he felt the girl embrace him. Finally, his arms
wrapped around her and he smiled as he realized that their
friendship was something he never experienced before.
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SALEM FIRE by Vanessa Gibson
It comes in an invitation
to a semi-clear, unknown destination.
You drive blindly, on the hope that these roads sweet
with sanity
will guide you to its kindling.
It is here,
where the sweltering maize of Indiana
becomes cool.
And luckily for you, the street lights that led you here
have faded
and all you have is the flicking on of car lights
whose effort makes no dent in the darkness.
And when you arrive, you find yourself at a retirement
party,
a splintered swarm inside of a fire station
austere and sick with yellow,
a meek celebration built from exhausted conversation
and people as equally
burnt out.
You’re only here for a minute,
and you cannot remember why you came.
Somewhere
whose name you’ll not remember,
whose people you’ll never know,
whose livelihoods you cannot grasp because all you’ve
ever understood is a destination.
And by the time you got there,
you realized it was all that work for nothing.
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YOUR GREATEST FLAW by Alison Resac
I can be the lipstick on your neck,
I can be the bruises that borrow your skin.
I can be the broken glass from the bathroom mirror,
I can be the blood on your fists.
I can be an intricate nightmare,
I can be the reason you can’t sleep.
I can be the little purple drowsy pills
That won’t let you awaken from your dreams.
I can be the rain,
Or I can be the lightning.
I can be the whole fucking storm,
That you dance in just to spite me.
I can be the deceit and the failures,
I can be the tears that you’ve never seen fall.
I can be your savior but you’d never allow it.
I can be all of these things, I am all of these things, I am
your greatest flaw.
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LUCY by Julian Robbins
I was riding
in the back of my Mother’s van,
third row and furthest to the left,
staring at the grain mill windows like I always have
when we drove by the Webster exit sign
off US 24,
memories
enveloped my mind
In the distance I can see
old Woodburn road.
There's a high school now,
or maybe it’s always been.
I guess it was a smaller school
when we were there
posting flyers,
looking for my missing cat.
My cat is still lost
in that town, but
it never fails to bring a smile
to my face.
It was home.
In fact,
it still is.
The boy
in me still lives there,
cuddled up in bed
playing with He-man toys
and G.I. Joe dolls.
dammit mom...I meant figures,
surrounded by the whole family,
when the family was one whole.
I am, a different person now
and I have learned from you, Lucy.
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The feline of life in me
is roaring louder than the passing locomotives
I used to fall asleep to,
thank you,
too, Mom and Dad.
for teaching me
what love isn’t,
and how to let go.
Even when I thought
you weren't teaching me the lessons
I needed, I now know that something or someone
always was,
and it was my responsibility to learn.
Like when old Ricky was talking about the pin
at your Sunday bowling club
“Weeble wobble
but it don’t fall down.”
I’m sorry you could never
get your strike right Ricky
but thank you for helping me realize
that crying is okay,
because water not only sustains life
but cleanses and relieves
it from the hardships of the day.
So go on, my brave cat.
Go on your adventure.
I will find you again
in another life.
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Excerpt from THE BEASTHOOD by Dawn
Cunningham
I am the prosecutor, who has brought this story
to the attention of the public, who will give you the
physical evidence to prove what the media has made
into science fiction. This story begins in a court room on
June 21, 1981, where girls have come forth to expose
the Beasts. The press has entitled the scandal, “To All
Beast, We’re Aware of You,” with these wondrous lines
attached:
To All Beast, We’re Aware of You.
In the course of defending Beasthood, the
defense fails in proving the beast is tame. The letters
smelled out causes more up rise against the beast and
his rule. Letters mature into a coffin, suggesting neither
can live without the other while killing each other.
Those automatic writings and sketches by pencil or
crayon etch out what a beast could never have.
Coincidence confides in the hand, and at times the feet:
a stirring heats from sole to soul, or from toes to
dendrites. That one tear that falls is all it takes for the
jury to weave their necks around the trunks so heavily
planted by the defense (of course they were barren—
everything is always black and white). Don’t be
confused by the edged-coloring. “The beast is tame,”
denies the prosecutor; “Watch the girl scrawl against
the bottle beating in her chest.” Who can hear the child
climbing out into bodily change that the mind cannot
keep up with? “Let the Beast out!” the girl cries, but the
wood absorbs her words.
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Beast is tame in the past and in the future, the
defense would have us believe. But, to what beast does
the defense contribute tameness? Words unwritten on
black lines unbinding the social construct of dialogue, or
history and science untying skirt laces to make future?
These are the questions we must ask; or is there still a
question floating airlessly beyond the tongue tip
because too many are afraid to equate it? Such as, what
does one eye see that the other doesn’t or can the left
hand actually do without the other knowing? Or, what
mind is in control? Yes, these are questions to be asked
as well, and the last question that cannot be forbidden:
does color give clarity or blur the now distant reality?
I’ve forgotten to show you that the jury, in their
snail-gnawed shine and loose jaws, is wobbling to
swallow without tongue or fluid. What does this trial
search for among the buried? Not a single dead can
speak to discourse of confusion made by a trap.
Occasionally, there’s a crack in the cage, and a little of
what can’t be spoken awakes with a pencil and a blank
sheet. But the blood can’t be forgotten; it isn’t all gone,
not yet. If it doesn’t run through walking flesh it runs
through wormed-soil and clubbed feet snaking down to
the source. The dead have broken the code without lead
in hand.
The defense, though shaken by that tear, gives
notice to the dead that all of us carry a beast; such as the
male Beast that he has us stare at. He notes: “Notice the
Beast in his search for the mate so needed, and yet so
distant. What possession does the mate have over the
Beast and why is the mate unwilling to possess the
possessive?”
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The by-product of believing the Beast is tame is
the unconscious searching for the coincident and the
release of automation to squeeze tighter the logic with
the senseless, the smell to the object, the vision to
virtual reality walked in, slept in, and eaten in. How
many spleens and intestines must be pulled out to see
the lie engraved on the word Beast; on the word tame?
Does either have meaning in birth or death? We are
born beast and die tame, I’ve heard it said; but it also
can be said that we are born tame and die beast because
we are separate from nature by our own nature to tame
the Beast. In doing so, we bury part of us.
The defense goes back to those letters to show
the tame ways, but the prosecutor asks, “When letters
are read by those not intended, or written to the dead,
what is the difference?” I’ll answer for the defense (for
this isn’t what he’ll say, but should): Both have fallen
upon no understanding, and gain knowledge without an
apple core so needed to plant deep in the soil mulched
by beetles and paws and noses.
But, we as the viewer cannot forget to ask about
the witness’s involvement with Beast and tameness. She
has concealed her own true nature, snaring many in her
timeless life. Is she a product of herself or of others—
namely male? Does she service the female or the males
by sitting on the white line that divides the crevice in
steepness? Is she a woman, a Beast, or neither? She is
more than the lion or tiger in wait. She is part of us and
not of us, she is there and not there, she exists and
doesn’t exists, she encompasses everything that all
wisdom fails to find; she is past, present, and future in
the now. But aren’t we all?
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I’m unable to directly answer all the questions I
have asked—I don’t know you, and know you all too
well to even suggest an answer for you. There will
always be a part known only to the heavens (the
cosmos, the stars, the planets, the gaseous bulbous fluid
balled into itself). It’s funny, that girl with the tear
knows more than you and me!
I’ve given you the facts as they are in this court
about the beast is tame. I can suggest (so you may
answer the questions I’ve left unanswered) that you
view your dog or cat, your horse or cow, yourself and
mate against bookends, and sketch the unknown. It may
define the beast is tame; and if it doesn’t, don’t worry
about it, all of this doesn’t mean a thing; nor the colors
protruding (or escaping) focus. ~ Deloris Jaguer
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FLEETING DREAM by Alicia Griffin
Life is a fleeting dream.
We let it slip through our hands.
Taking it for granted.
Not realizing that that minute could be our last.
We want to do so many things, but we just push them
aside.
We say we have time, when actually we don’t.
Most of us don’t go for our dreams, we settle for second
best.
We only realize when our time is near that
Life is a fleeting dream.
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LONESOME by Megan Buchanan
My mind wanders to a far off place,
thinking of future endeavor and chance,
gasping for air in this life we race.
Visiting the town I once used as a brace,
looking at the sunrise, but just a glance.
My mind wanders to a far off place.
Itching for that next chase,
salivating for that final trance,
gasping for air in this life we race.
Never having the life you deserved is hard to face.
Along the way discovering a form of new dance,
my mind wanders to a far off place.
Those footsteps never able to trace.
Daydreaming about the south of France,
gasping for air in this life, we race.
The time has come to change up my space.
I have come a long way, this being my final stance,
my mind wanders to a far off place,
gasping for air in this life we race.
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THE MEANING OF MEANING by Dawn
Cunningham
giving words to a word
without the word
a picture for an answer to manufacture the word
possibly a point
with the finger
with a pen
with a view
you see
I see
we see
they see
east, west, north, south
up, down
directness, directionless
the tip
of nature’s tallest point
man’s manifestation like the Sears Tower
missing the point
“I don’t appreciate you parking
in a handicap space when you have not
license or tag,” and a floppy
excuse speaks “I didn’t see
it marked,” when it is on the brick
wall with a metal sign, regardless of the
openings
left all over the parking lot; your
reasoning says
a full parking lot is a better excuse for you
to make
a quickie park because it will take too
long for a walk
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with you holding up your sagging pants.
new meanings added to old words
text
new words
google
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SCHOOL DAZE by Rachel L. Cross
Danny Wright didn’t like unexpected surprises.
When the fire-alarm rang for the monthly drill, he
inwardly groaned. “Move quickly and quietly, class. You
know where to go,” he told his high-school seniors, who
were already chatting amongst themselves.
Everyone piled down the far-right stair case. The
classes closest to Danny’s went down with them. All of
the kids in all of the classes seamlessly merged with
each other, regardless of which class they had been in.
They always did this during a fire drill, because once
they reached outside, they had to split back up and go
back to their original class.
Once outside, Danny did a quick head-count to
make sure all of his seniors were with him and not off
mingling with their friends from other classes. Once he
was satisfied with what he saw, he dramatically pulled
out his green paper flag from the emergency bag every
class was required to have. The school required the
teachers to hold up either a green flag or a red flag after
they had everyone assembled outside and they’d had a
chance to check their numbers. Green meant everyone
was there and accounted for, so Danny held his high.
However, he was only 5’4, which was just barely
taller than some of his female students. His flag was
often one of the last ones to be seem, which of course
made his classes extremely happy because they all got
to stay outside longer because of it. Of course, that also
meant that it irritated Danny to hell.
“Hey. Need a hand?” Danny heard a voice to his
left ask. He turned to see Steve McGruber, the highschool P.E. teacher. Danny sighed and rolled his eyes.
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Steve was 6’1. He always got sent in first because
of his height. Quite a few females at the school, both
teachers and students, had major crushes on him.
Danny had a love-hate relationship with him. Steve was
a good teacher, but a terrible person. Well, at least in
Danny’s world.
“Nope. I’m fine. I’ll go in last. Again,” Danny
sassily replied, turning back to face his class.
But Steve was persistent. “Really. I insist. Let me
hold the flag. You’ll get to go in sooner, and everyone
will be happy.”
Danny felt his blood begin to boil. Couldn’t Steve
just leave well enough alone?! Why did he have to
pester Danny and seemingly ONLY Danny all the damn
time?! They didn’t even teach the same subject! “Why
don’t you just go back to the gym and pump some iron?!
Leave me alone, McGruber!”
“I was trying to help you, Wright! Ugh! You’re
always so stubborn. Give. Me. The. Flag.”
“NO!”
“Then I’m gonna grab it and rip it and you’ll have
to get a new one.”
Around them, their co-works and students began
to laugh, stare, and whisper amongst themselves. Some
on-looking students chanted, “FIGHT! FIGHT! FIGHT!” in
a desperate attempt to make the teachers fight one
another.
As Danny and Steve glared at each other, not
saying anything else, one student yelled, “OH MY GOD!
JUST FRICKIN’ KISS ALREADY!!!” That comment
brought the men back to reality.
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“Listen, Mr. Wright. I used to be a Navy-S.E.A.L. I
know how to torture and possibly kill people. Luckily
for you, I’m a P.E. teacher now, so you won’t die today.
But be warned. I’m coming for you.” Steve proudly
smirked and began to walk away.
Oh, HELL no. Danny would NOT have someone
talk to him like that, especially not Steven James
McGruber, the former S.E.A.L.
“HEY! GET BACK HERE!” Danny yelled, not
caring who noticed. He took off running to get to Steve,
completely abandoning his class. He caught up with
Steve’s fast pace, and Steve turned around so Danny
could talk to him...but Danny didn’t want to just talk.
He put his left, ring-bearing knuckle to Steve’s
right cheek and socked him. He then used his right fist
on the opposite side of his face and punched him again,
all of his inner rage letting loose. “Don’t you ever
threaten me. Yeah, you may be a former S.E.A.L. and the
P.E. teacher, but you’re still the God-damned same as
the rest of us,” Danny said to a shocked Steve, the red
marks of the punches slowly forming on his face. He
then violently turned on his heel and stormed away, half
expecting Steve to come after him and clock him in the
head, just to make good on his threat of killing him.
But Steve didn’t follow, which was fine with
Danny. Good. Maybe he’d proven a point.
Before classes were let back inside the building,
vice Principal Lou Gary came out. He scanned the large
crowd, until he found Steve and Danny, who despise his
height, was very noticeable due to his angry pacing and
loud rants to himself.
He walked over to Steve and said something to
him. Steve curtly nodded. Lou then walked over to
Danny, obviously to say the same thing to him that he’d
just said to Steve.
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“I’ll have a sub waiting for your class when we
get back inside. Go directly to my office, Mr. Wright,” he
informed Danny, who had paused his pacing and
ranting to listen. Just as soon as Lou had come out, he
was gone again. It was as if he had floated through the
students and staff like a ghost.
Great. Juuuust great. Another thing to add to his
“I Hate This Day” list. First, a surprise fire-drill. Then, a
Neanderthal animal, a.k.a. one Steve McGruber trying to
hold up his flag at said fire drill. And now, an exclusive
meeting with the vice-principal, because of how
everything had gone down. The day just kept getting
better and better.
***
“Now then. Sit down, gentlemen. Tell me why
you were fighting during a damn fire-drill.” Lou Gary,
when he was angry, was super scary. A tall, big-boned
African-American originally from the South Side of
Chicago, Lou had seen just about everything. To him,
their fight was just another day of being the vice
principal of a Midwestern high-school.
“I was trying to help Danny hold up his green flag
because he’s short and always goes in last. I don’t have a
class this period, so I decided to help him because I’m
6’1. We began to argue and then he walked away. A
short time later, Danny comes over and hits me for no
reason,” Steve explained. Next to him, Danny rolled his
eyes, sighed, and gripped the armrests on his chair. Of
course Steve would act like it had been all his fault, and
his fault alone.
“Ok. And Danny, what is your take on the
events?” Lou crossed his fingers together, temple style,
and looked at Danny with burning intensity.
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“Well, first of all, I don’t need help holding up my
flag. That’s why we got in the argument in the first
place. I’m short, but I can handle myself. Anyway, I
thought we were cool, but then Steve over here freakin’
threatens me! Like, who the HELL threatens a person
because they don’t need or want help?!” Danny
exploded in to the fiery ball of rage he turned into
whenever he became pissed beyond all natural belief.
“Easy there, Danny. Watch your mouth,” Lou told
Danny, in reference to his swearing that was flowing
freely.
“Fine, fine.” Danny swatted his right hand in a
whatever motion and rolled his eyes again before
continuing. “So, like I was saying, Steve legitmentally
threatened me. There were witnesses. Ask them. Ok,
and to be honest, I did let my rage get the better of me. I
punched him because I was so damn angry, and I know
it was unreasonable, but I regret nothing.” Danny let out
a long breath of air and sat back in his chair in relief
before lurching forward again to pay better attention.
With a gloomy look, Lou deadpanned, “Wow.
That’s quite an entertaining story, boys. I am going have
to punish you both, I’m afraid.”
“For what?!” Steve burst out saying before Lou
even told them what was going to happen next.
“‘For what’, he says,” Danny thought to himself.
“My Lord, he really IS just an iron-head!”
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Lou must have been feeling Danny’s frustration,
because he loudly sighed before yelling, “For what?!?!
FOR WHAT?!?!? I’ll tell you ‘for what’, Mr. McGruber.
First of all, you literally threatened Mr. Wright. Yes, I
have not reviewed the tape yet, but I still believe it. It’s
good to help people in need, but it’s also good to leave
them alone when they say so. Both of you were arguing
in front of impressionable students, which is horrible.
Also-“
“But what about Danny?!” Steve yelled,
interrupting Lou. Danny face-palmed. Only McGruber
could be so dense and interrupt the vice principal when
he was talking. Again. He never learned.
“I was getting to that! You need to stop
interrupting me, or else you’re gonna be in REAL
trouble, McGruber!” Lou turned to Danny after he
finished yelling at Steve. “I can see why you lost your
cool. I get it. But it still wasn’t right; you aren’t supposed
to hit people, even if you are supremely angry at them.”
The two men waited for a second before talking
to Lou after his last sentence aimed at Danny, just to
make sure he really was done speaking to them for the
moment. Danny was the first to speak after about thirty
seconds of awkward silence. “What is our punishment,
Mr. Gary?” next to him, Steve snickered. Danny glared in
Steve’s general direction. They were in enough trouble
as it was!
“Since I’m legally obligated to punish you, but
can’t give you detention because you aren’t students,
here’s what I’ve decided to do. You will be assigned to
go to therapy together after school every day for two
weeks.” Lou looked thoughtfully up at his water-stained
celling before saying, “No, wait…make it four.”
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Danny and Steve’s jaws hit the floor, and Danny
was the first to react to the news by yelling, “FOUR
WEEKS?!?! With this Neanderthal animal?!?! It’s not
gonna work! I DEMAND that you make us have a new
punishment!” Danny had jumped up from his chair and
was angrily pacing around the office as he ranted.
“Sit DOWN, Mr. Wright!” Lou was pissed. Danny
picked up his chair, which had fallen when he’d gotten
up, and sat back down. Lou placed a steely look at the
two men sitting in front of him. “Now you two listen,
and you listen good. You are going to therapy, for better
or for worse. It is absolutely mandatory. I know you
each have lives outside of school, and I know that you
both have children to attend to. But you still have to go.
Together.”
“And if we don’t?” Steve articulately said, edging
forward in his chair. He was as impatient as Danny, and
it showed.
“Then you will both get fired. End of story.” Lou
leaned back in his chair, crossing his thick, chocolatecolored arms, as if to say, ‘Say somethin’ else. Go on, I
dare ya. You gon’ regret it, though, so hush now.’
As much as Danny hated Steve and the idea of
being with him after school every single day for four
weeks, getting fired was way worse. “We’ll do it. Where
do we sign?” Danny asked, knowing from experience
that whenever the vice principal gave students a
punishment, they had to sign a document agreeing to
said punishment. Lou pushed two pieces of paper
towards the men, and each dramatically signed their
names on the sheet before sliding them back to him. A
copy of the document would then be sent to each of
their personal files, where they would stay until they
retired from teaching.
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“You boys have a great rest of your day,” Lou said
to them, neatly stacking their papers under some other
ones on his desk that had to be filed.
“Oh, you too, ‘Mr. Gary’,” Steve replied, clearly
mocking Danny.
“Yeah, bye,” was Danny’s salty response. The two
left the vice principals office and walked through the
rest of the main office. Steve, as expected, reached the
door first. He wrenched it open and surprisingly held it
open for Danny.
They walked down the hallway together to go
back to their respective rooms, even though Steve’s gym
was closer to the office than Danny’s upstairs classroom
was. “Therapy actually isn’t that bad. You know, it could
be a lot worse,” Steve commented as Danny was by the
steps that led to his room. The same steps, in fact, that
he had come down for the now-ominous fire drill.
Danny put his foot on the first step and stretched
his right arm out, reaching for the banister. He was very
irritated by then and just wanted to teach and then go
home and be with his children. He wasn’t even sure why
Steve had decided to fuckin’ follow him, except to
torture him even more than he already had, of course.
“You shut the fuck up. You’re the one that started this.
And now, I gotta stay after school, with you, of all
people, for four weeks. Four weeks, McGruber! That’s 20
afternoons! 20 afternoons, with my kids, that I’m
missing out on. I hate you so much. I hope you’re
happy.”
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Having gotten one final rant about Steve
McGruber to Steve McGruber out of his system, Danny
quickly stomped up the stairs. He left Steve helplessly
lingering at the bottom, his mouth scrunched up in a
scrunched-up line. Danny rolled his eyes when he
glanced back down once he was at the top the staircase.
Steve was still standing at the bottom, his hands on his
hips and a look of confusion with a mix of sadness on
his face. He thought it was weird that Steve hadn’t left
after his rant, especially because he looked like he had a
lot to think about in private.
Danny cleared his throat and ran a hand through
his slicked-back hair as he re-entered his classroom. He
curtly nodded at Chin-Ho Waung, the school’s art
teacher who had been filling in while Danny had been
getting yelled at by Lou. Chin-Ho nodded back and got
up from Danny’s desk, telling the students bye and that
he would see some of them later. Once he was out the
door, Danny sighed and sank into his soft, worn-in black
leather chair, placing his hands on the back of his head,
which was pointing towards the ceiling. He closed his
eyes for a few seconds and relaxed, but his relaxation
didn’t last long. He knew that his class wouldn’t be
satisfied until they’d heard the truth about what had
just happened, even though he technically wasn’t
supposed to let students know about behind-the-scenes
drama. He left out some of the nitty-gritty details, of
course, but they got the main gist of the story. It was
better that they heard it straight from his mouth,
anyway, as opposed to if they had heard it as gossip
floating around in the hallway.
Just as he finished telling the tale, the bell rang
for the end of 5th period.
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The same person who’d shouted, “JUST FRICKIN’
KISS ALREADY!” was in his current class. She was a
hard-core fangirl, and when she shipped a couple, the
school had better look out. Based on her loud comment,
it was obvious to anyone, even Danny, that she shipped
Danny and Steve. “Keep dreamin’, girl. It ain’t ever gonna
happen,” Danny thought as he noticed the wider-thanusual grin on her face; the one she seemed to reserve
only for her favorite shows or actors.
As the fangirl was leaving Danny’s class, she was
ever-so-silently laughing to herself. “Couples therapy. Of
course. Only in this school.”
Danny let out a groan as the last of the 5th period
students trickled out, and 6th period began walking in.
He would have liked to say something to that girl, but
she was long gone by the time he thought of something.
Not that it mattered, anyway. There was no way in
HELL that he could even consider liking Steve
McGruber, especially not after today. If they even made
it out of their 4-week therapy sentence unharmed by
the other, it would be some sort of small miracle.
Twenty days. He had twenty days in the future to
officially spend with a Neanderthal animal.
Yep, it was official: Danny Wright’s life was about
to become perfectly chaotic.
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HABITUAL by Alison Resac
Queen of the streets
Because you let me believe
they're answering to me
I love to watch you exploit the night
From my passenger seat throne
Sliding your hands up leather
I can't ever seem to get you alone
The blood feels so good
When you know you can't die
Your knife my throat
It's my favorite kind of high
Your fists are dripping with gore
But the glass in the bathroom glistens for me
I’ve got an affinity for sacrifice
And cleaning your blood out of the sink
You’ve got greedy scars
And a stolen gun
We’ve got matching bruises
And a borrowed kingdom
Please baby let me leave
I know it hurts to be the king
Please baby let me leave
Don't you know it hurts to be the king?
Please baby let me leave
I can’t be your favorite queen
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Please baby let me leave
They're gonna know it's me
Please baby let me leave
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